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Examination Summary

Examinations on April 17 and 18, 1984
The applicants consisted of 2 R0 and 1 SA0 candidates.
Results: All candidates passed.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Examiners

*T. D. Reidinger
B. A. Picker
R. Higgins

,

* Chief Examiner

2. Examination Review Meeting

The exam review was conducted by the examiners and facility representa-
tives as follows.

RO/SRO
~

*F. Stanaszak
R. Zube
J. Brown
D. Braun,,

!

* Facility Training Manager
,

The facility comments and resolution of those comments are as-follows:

Question Comment / Resolution

1.06.a.2 The facility pointed out that the question may also elicit
Doppler Temperature Coefficient explanation. The examiner-
did not accept the comment. No change'was needed to elicit
a correct response to the question.

,

1.06.b The facility provided references.for Cycle 9 in the Reactor
Data Book. The answer key was changed to reflect the new-
data.

1.07.a & b The facility indicated that parts "a" and "b" appear to be
a double jeopardy question. (If the candidate committed an-
error on "a" then it is possible this could result in an'

' error on "b". ) The examiner did not accept the comment.
Part "a" 1coks at the loop flow changes due to head loss-

changes, while part "b" looks at back flow through the
idle loop and its effect on core flow.

1.09 The facility stated that the " withdrawal limit" and
" maneuvering band" terms are not emphasized in this manner .
during training. 'The' facility pointed out that the most
probable answer.from the candidates would. include automatic-
rod withdrawal precautions on dropped rods-or rod misalign-
ment limitations. The examiner did not accept the comment.
The question was. written from those areas described in the-
referenced material provided by the facility as being part
of the operator training.
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' Question' Comment / Resolution

2.02.a The facility provided references that changed coincidences
to 3/3 detectors from 1/2 and changed.the pressure setpoint
to 23 psig from.17 psig. .The examiner corrected the answer
key to reflect the new data.

2.03.a The facility pointed out that the reactor trip will not
completely isolate feedwater. The trip will only trip' Main
Feedwater Valves and not the Main Feedwater Bypass Valves.
The examiner amended the answer key to delete Main Feedwater
Bypass Valves. Points were redistributed.

2.05.e.1 The facility pointed out that tnere is no isolation valve
on component cooling to letdown heat exchanger. The-
examiner amended the answer key to read: "No, there is no'

isolation valve on CCW system side of letdown heat
exchanger."

!' 2.05.c.2- The facility provided references.that showed there are no
safety injection actuated valves in the component cooling,

#

system. The examiner deleted the phrase "until a phase B
,

signal is actuated."
!

i 3.04 The facility requested that part "5" of answer key be
: deleted as this~is a secondary trip input per the trip

logic diagram vice a " direct" trip as the rest of the
answers' indicate. The examiner clarified the. key to.
reflect that,-if given, this answer will'not be counted
incorrect because the question asked for:six (6) responsesi

; and with this deletion there'are only five (5) possible.
Amended the question to ask.for "five (5) reactor trips..." '

_

3.C6.b The facility provided references that indicated that OPAT.
| would not be a-protection signal in.this casualty. The

examiner deleted OPAT.
.

'
3.07 .The facility stated that: steam dumps will.not arm.on

failure of PM-485 because the arming signal comes from:
- PM-486. _The examiner. amended the answer key.

1 ' 3.07.a.3 .The facility provided references to-show that-pressurizer
level.would increase to-50% not 100% of. span; The examiner

;

famended the answer key.

4.05.c. The facility stated that. facility p'rocedures do'not cover
i this occurrence and therefore it is not a valid question-

for the candidates. The examiner ~ asked the. facility if-
- the_ candidate could use a logical-approach to minimize.. -

. this accident. The facility stated it is not covered in-
,

-the training program. .The examiner deleted-this part of-

:the question.'-The examiner _ requested the facility to
address this problem in training prior co the.next-~
licensing examination. The facility agrsed.

'
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-Question Comment / Resolution

'4.06.a.3 The facility provided a reference to show that AFW flow is
not'a direct ~ criteria. The examiner deleted AFW flow.

,

'

<4.07.c.1 The facility indicated that it is desirable to energize
i the heaters in the1 condition stated vice turning heaters

off. The examiner deleted the " heaters off" portion of'

the answer key.

4.08.b.2 The facility stated there could be confusion about using
,

valve. numbers and valve descriptions. The candidates do
' ~not really memorize valve numbers, but should know valve

descriptions. RHR-10 is a typographical error and as such-
there could be 2 different answers. RHR-10 would be

[ closed _and RHR Heat Exchanger Bypass. Valve RHR-101 would
be throttled. The examiner will accept either answer.

f 5.06.a.P. The facility pointed.out that the . question may also elicit -
Doppler Temperature Coefficient explanation. The examin'er>

did not accept the comment. No change was needed to elicit
a correct response to the question.-

5.06.b The. facility provided references.for cycle 9 in the Reactor
| Data Book. The answer key was changed to reflect the new '

; data.
~

5.07.a & b 'The facility-indicated that parts ''a" ~and'"b" appear to be
| a double jeopardy question.'.(If.the' candidate makes an
! error one"a" then he'will probably make an error on1"b".)
i The examiner did not accept the. comment. .Part "a" looks-

.at the loop flow changes due to head loss changes, while'*

U part "b" looks .at back flow through the. idle loop'and .its
'

effect on core flow.
~

-

!
, .

5.09 The facility stated that the " withdrawal limit" and
,

; " maneuvering band" terms are not emphasized in this manner
I during training. .The facility pointed out that theanost
p . probable answer from the candidates- would . include automatic
l' rod withdrawal precautions on dropped rodsvor rod misalign- ,

ment limitations. The examiner did not accept 1the comment.
The question was written from those areas described in the
referenced material provided byLthe facility as being part

~

of the operator training.

L 6.03|c The ' facility questioned that the answer should.not require-
~

700 psigLauto.close as an interlocktsince -this is aLprotec-
|

tive . function (in 'their1 opinion.' 1The examiner did 'not ' accept
!. -the ' comment. ' Facility' systems description P34~on:page.5
L describes |this 700 psig setpoint as; an: interlock.
,

.
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Question Comment / Resolution

6.07.a The facility stated that the answer is hard to follow and
they are unsure of sequence of events. The facility

provided a training handout of what it surmised was the
correct answer. The examiner did not accept this comment.
The training handout does not cover the sequence of events
requested in the answer.

7.01.b.3 The facility provided references to indicate the time
required for a Special RWP. The examiner accepted the
definition.

7.07.a The facility provided new data, dated April 10, 1984,
requesting that the temperature be changed to 350 F from
250 F. This would be in compliance with the technical
speci fications. The examiner accepted-tne new data.

4. Exit Meeting

Facility representatives from Material Training, Simulator Training,
Operations and Plant Management, the NRC Resident Inspector, and the
examiners met on April 18, 1984, to summarize the results of the oral
examinations. The examiners indicated those that clearly passed. No
generic weaknesses noted.
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* U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COHHISSION

REACTOR OPERATOR LICENSE EXAMINATION
kt.OIMed

FACILITY: _KEWAUNEE________________ l

E Sbd
R. T[who REACTOR TYPEt _EWB_____________________

IcouSA DATE ADMINISTERED 8_8d20d212________________.

D . 3 r a u.v)
EXAMINER! _E:'CVEEs B.______________

APPLICANT: __ _ __ ;

INSIEUCIIDNS_ID_AEELICANIl

Use sWParate Paper for the answers. Write answers on one side onlw.
3 Staple Guestion sheet on top of the answer sheets. Points for each

auestion are indicated in Parentheses after the uuestion. The Passing
grade reuuires at least 70% in each categorw and a final grade of at
loast 80%. Examination PHPWrs Will be Picked UP siX (6) hours after
the examination starts.

;

% OF
CATEGORY % OF APPLICANT'S CATEGORY
__UALUE_ _IDIAL ___ SCORE ___ _UALUE__ ______________CAIEGORY_____________

_25.00__ _25.00 ________ 1. PRINCIPLES OF NUCLEAR POWER___________

PLANT OPERATION, THERMODYNAMICS.
HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUID FLOW

2. PLANT DESIGN INCLUDING SAFETY_25.00__ _25.00 ___________ ________

AND EMERGENCY SYSTEMS

_25.00__ _25.00 3. INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS___________ ________

/J. 8
_25.GG__ _25.00 ________ 4. PROCEDURES - NORMAL, ABNORMAL,___________

EMERGENCY AND RADIOLOGICAL
CONTROL

18.8
,

4eezee _ 100.00 ________ TOTALS___________

|

! FINAL GRADE _________________%

All work done on this examination is av own. I have neither
given nor reevived aid.

t

___________________________________

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE

- . . . . . , - --
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1 _.sERINCIELES_0E_WUCLEAR_EDWER_ELeWI_ DEER 6IIDW4 PAGE 2.

IMERMODYWeMICSa_WEAI_IRAWSEER_eWD_ELUID_ELOW

.

QUESTION 1.01 (2.50)
.

(

!
Indicate how the following will affect UNIT efficieneu ut utvadw i

i state Power level. (Consider the affected Parameter on1w and indicate j
increases decreases or no change.)

~

a. Absolute condenser Pressure Changes from 1 Pui to 1.25 Psi.
.

I

b. Total S/G blowdown is changed from 35 to 40 gra.

c. Condenser hotwell temperature changes from 125 F to 130 F.

d. Steam aualitw changes from 99.8% to 99.7%.

e. Current being drawn bw Reactor Coolant Pumps increases slight 1w
due to a slight change in bus voltage. (2.5)

QUESTION 1.02 (3.00),

a. Whw is the PrimarW swstem floWrate BPProximatelv 10
times greater than secondarv swstem flowrate? (1.5)

b. Whw is a primarv heat balance considered less accurate
than a secondarw heat balance? (1.5)

QUESTION 1.03 (4.00)

a. Compare Xenon-135 and Samarium-149 fission Product Poisons
bw EXPLAINING the differences for the following! (actual
values are not necessarw)

1. Time to reach eeuilibrium conditions after startue. (1.0)
2. Magnitude of negative reactivitw at vuuilibrium conditions. (1.5).

b. Explain whw the following statement IS or IS NOT true.

| *Eauilibrius Xenon concentration at 50% Power is NOT
BPProximatelv half its concentration at 100% Power". (1.5)

i

|

% 0-

I
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1 __ERINCIELES DE_huCLEAR_E0WER_ELAWI_DEERAIIDWa PAGE 3'

1 IWERMODXWAMICSa_WEAI_IRANSEER_eWD_ELUID_ELOW
.

4 .

QUESTION 1.04 (3.00)
+

A reactor has the following cha r:se te ristics !

1. Power defect = 1000 PCR
2. Total Rod Worth ='7000 Pcm
3. Shutdown Rod Worth = 2000 Pc3
4. Euuilibrius Xenon = 2800 Pcm
5. Peak Xenon = 5200 PCR

Thw reactor has been Operating at steadw-state for three weeks when
a trip from 100% Power occurs and the shutdown rodG are Pulled tWo
hours later. Assume no buration bw the Operator.

a. What is the shutdown margin (SDM) immediatelv following the

trie? (1.0)

b. What is the SDM eight hours after the triPT (1.0)

c. What is the SDM three daws after the trip 7 (1.0)

GUESTION 1.05 (1.20)

When a Pressurizer PORV is used to depressurize the RCS (during
a S/G tube rupture P&Coverw) wou should eMPect to see Pressurizer
level (INCREASE, DECREASE, or REMAIN THE SAME). WHY? (1.2)

;

GUESTION 1.06 (2.80)

a. For each of the coefficients below: How do thew varv over
Core age and Whw?

,

2. Doppler Coefficient.
,

(1.0)1. Moderator Temperature Coefficient.
(1.0)

| b. "Jhat are the' approximate values in PCM for each coefficient in
l (a) above over core life (BOL to EOL 100% Pur.)? (0.8)

!

,
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1.__ERINC12LES_DE_WUCLEAR_EDWER_ELAWI_ DEER &IION4 PAGE 4.'

IWERMODXW4MICSs_WEAI_IRANSEER_eWD_ELUID_ELOW
'

.

QUESTION 1.07 (3.00)

Assume one,R,CP trips at 30% vowere without a reactor Protection
swJtem actuation or a change in turbine loud. Indicate whether
the following Parameters will INCREASEe DECREASEe or REHAIN THE
SAHE.

1

a. Flow in the operating reactor coo 1DMt loop (0.6).

b. The ratio of core " low Compared to the total loop flow.
(Core Flow / Total Loop Flow) (0.6)

c. Reactor Vessel delta P. (0.6)

d. Core delta T. (0.6)

e. Operating loop steBR generator temperature. (0.6)

GUESTION 1.08 (2.50)

The reactor is operating at 100% Power and no steam generator tubes
are Plugged. Steam generator Pressure is 770 Psig und RCS Tave is

574 F. If 25% of the S/G tubes are pluggede how much change must
take place in Tave of the RCS in order to maintain the S/G Pressure
at 770 Psige When the reactor Power is at 100%7 Show all Work.
Use the Steam Tables. (2.5)

QUESTION 1.09 (3.00)

Core operating lihits Gnd Procedures are close1U reluted to full
length rod positioning Parameters thus establishing Rod Operational
Limits. Name the THREE positioning Parameters and BRIEFLY explain
the PurPQse of each. (3.0)~~~

%
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2.__ELAMI_DESIGW_ INCLUDING _SAEEIY_cWD_ EMERGENCY _SYSIENS PAGE 5
| -

.

I

|

QUESTION 2.01 (3.00)

o. Provide FOUR sePerate conditions that could result in a failure
of the Emergenew Diesel Generator to start in the automatic
mode. (2.0)

b. Describe the svuuence of events that must take Pluco in order
for the Diesel Generator Fire Protection Sustum to automatica11w
actuate. (1.0)

QUESTION 2.02 (3.50)

a. What conditions automatica11u initiate Containment Spraw?
Include setPoints and logic / coincidence WhWre applicable. (1.5)

b. What seauence of events occurrs to start sPraw when a Containment
Spraw Actuation Signal is initiated? (2.0)

GUESTION 2.03 (3.00)

a. What conditions cause complete feedWater isolutioni Include
applicable COINCIDENCE and SETPOINTS. (1.4)

b. In addition to Complete isolution of feedWaterr What does a
feedwater isolation signal direct 1w accomplish? (1.0)

c. If operating at 95% Power and one Main Feed Pump tries, What

automatic action occurs? (0.6)

GUESTION 2.04 (3.00)

a. What ProtWCtion is Provided that Will automaticallu TRIP
the Turbine-Driven and Motor-Driven Auxiliaru FeudWater Pumps
to prevent their damase? (2.0)

,

b. In addition to Providing minimum Pump floWP What does the AFWP
recirculation flow accomplish for wach Pune? (1.0)

--. . __ - - - . -
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2 __ELAMI_DESIGW.IWCLUDING_S&EEIY_eWD EMERGEWCX SYSIEMS PAGE 6'
*

.

|

+

QUESTION 2.05 (3.50)

The Reactor is operating in Mode 1 with all associated support
ewstems in. normal when a RCS Iwak to CCW occurs in the Letdown
Heat Exchanger and R-17 alarms.

r

a. What automatic action (s) occur? (0.5)

b. The CCW side of the Letdown Hx ruptures ruuulting in a loss
of CCW and a LOCA.

4

1. How is the CCW surge tank Protveted during this outsurgut (0.5)

2. If CCW swstem Pressure has dropped to 25 eside will the
standbw CCW Pump start? Explain. (0.9)

c. The LOCA resulted in a Safetw Injection and Containment
Isolation Phase A.

1. Is the CCW Iwak isolated at this time? Explain. (0.8)
!

2. Is CCW flow still available to the RCP's? Explain. (0.8)
!

:

|4

QUESTION 2.06 (2.50)
3

The relief valves listed beloW Protvet the charging und Intdown
Portions of the Chemical und Volume Control Swstem. Match the

! reiivf valve with its resevetive tank and setPoint.
!

! VALVE LOCATION SETPOINT RELIEVES TO
LD-5 letdown line down- u. 200 Puis 1. Reactor Coulant

stream of letdown Drain Tank
i orifices

.

LD-1' letdown line down- b. 75 Psig 2. Volume Control
; stream of low Tank

Pressure letdown

| valve

CVC-40 Volume Control c. 2735 esis 3. Pressurizer
| Tank Relief Tank

! CVC-101A Reciprocating d. 150 esis 4. Waste Gas Tank
charging Puer

;

discharse

CVC-241 RCP svalwater v. 600 puig 5. Holdup Tank (2.5)
return line

|

1

w -- _, ___ , _ -_ _ _ , . . _ _ ._
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2.__ELeMI_DESIGW_IMCLUDING_SeEEIY_dWD EMERGENCY SYSIEMS PAGE 7-

i

QUESTION 2.07 (3.50)

c. What are the preferred and alternate rower uupp1U Paths from
480V to Instrument Bus I. (2.0)

b. What visetrical sustwo changes are ruuuired if Butterw
Charger BRA-108 must be removed from service for...

,

1. a short time (i.e. routine maintenance, etc.). (0.75)

2. an extended period of time due to Charger failure. (0.75)

QUESTION 2.08 (3.00)

There are FOUR sets of valve interlocks associated with the Safetw
Injection Svstems. NAME and DESCRIBE 3 of the interlocks and the
PURPOSE of each. (3.0)

!

,

1

.

i

!

e

I

l

1
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3.__IWSIRUMEWIS_CWD_COWIROLS PA.E 8-

.

.

QUESTION 3.01 (3.00)

o. List the ludic networks which receive a signal from the turbine
trie ludic network. (1.0)

b. Deveribe the svuunnce of events (Turbine oil sustem
in g (1ggg{neinteractions) which must take risce to result

trir from the time that the turbine manual trip ...t _ is

pM t= :r'i in the control room until the turbine's Power output
is zero. (2.0)

QUESTION 3.02 (3.00)

The unit has been operating at 45% Power with all suutems in
cutomatic. For each of the followind conditionsp divo the
direction of rod motion and explain whw there iu tod motion!

e. The steam generator Power operated relief val"v fails open. (1.0)

b. A feedwater heater string becomes isolated. (1.0)

c. The lower detector of the Power runde channel N44 fails high. (1.0)

QUESTION 3.03 (3.00)

-o. Brief1w explain the operation of the Low Pressurizer Pressure

SI block function. Include anw ludic ruuuired. (1.0)

b. What are the other TWO Purmissives (bw number) that allow
manual blockind of Safeguards Protectioni (1.0)

c. What are the TWO Permissives (bw number) that automatica11w
block Safeguards Protectioni (1.0)

GUESTION 3.04 (3.00)

fnm*

Chich DSE reactor tries Proctuct against DNB violationsT
Include coincidence logic. (3.0)
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- 3.__IMSIEUMENIS_AND_CONIROLS PAGE 9

.

QUESTION 3.05 (4.00)e

s. If a turbine trip occurred from 100% Power what would be the
differenca between Tave and Tref ift

1. SIX steam dump valves were to be TRIPPED open? (0.75)

2. TWELVE steam dump valves were to be TRIPPED open? (0.75)

b. Which steam duhP Controller Will control the steam dumps
on a turbine trip from an inital Power of LESS THAN 50%7 (0.75)

c. On a sudden loss of loud and NO turbine turbine trip from
an initial power GREATER THAN 50% which steam dump controller
will control the steam dump. (0.75)

d. In addition to being an input to the steam dump controllers,
what function does the Tave signal accomplish in the Steam Dump
Control Swstem? (1.0)

QUESTION 3.06 (2.50)

! Your Protection Swstem is designed so that a turbine trip will
I cause a Reactor Trip above 10% Power

a. Whw is the swstem designed to do thist (1.0)

b. What Protection signal (s) Will Provide Rx protection in the
event that the Turbine Trip / Reactor Trie Protection does not
function on a turbine trip from full Power?
NO SETPOINT3 KEDUIREDI (1.0)

c. How does the Reactor Protection Sustem sense that a turbine
trip has occurred? (0.5)

|

|

|
,

.

!
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3.__IMSIRUMEMIS_eMD_COMIROLS PAGE 10-

.

I
I

I

QUESTION 3.07 (3.50)
1

Assume the Plant is at 75% Power, with automatic rod control and
the following instruments are selected for controir when thew
fail simultaniouslw.

- PM-485A Turbine 1st stage Pressure instrument fails LOW
- Loop B Cold les temperature fails HIGH

s. Describe how the following swstems will react AND brief1w
explain WHY.

1. Control Rods.
2. Stear, Dumps.

3. Pressurizer Level Control. (2.5)

b. What Protective signal (s)r if anWo Would trip the Plant if no
operator action was taken. Brief1w EXPLAIN. (1.0)

;

QUESTION 3.08 (3.00)

a. A break in the reference leg in the Pressurizer level indicator
will cause the indicated level to be higher than the actual

level. TRUE or FALSE 7 (0.5)

b. What would a low temperature alarm on TE-421 (surge line)

indicate? Assume that the Plant is at steadv state--und the;

instrument has not failed. (1.0)

c. List the location (s) that has/have indication for LT-433
Pressurizer Level -(cold calibrated). (1.5)

.

|

.

|
|
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e __RROCEDURES_=_NORMeLa_oBWORMALa_ EMERGENCY _cWD PAGE 11
-

RADIOLOGIC 2L_COMIROL
.

.

:

GUESTION 4.01 (3.00)

Norma 11w the RCP 41 Seal BWPass line shall rWRain closed unless
oither of two alarms are approached. The bwPass line G!nould then
be opened if FOUR conditions are satisfied.

s. What are the TWO alarm conditions that would reuuire opening
the bwPassy (1.0)

b. What are the FOUR conditions that must be met prior to oPuning
the bwPass valve? (2.0)

.

QUESTION 4.02 (2.20)

Provide the Federal and Plant Administrative uuurterlw radiation
oxrosure limits for the following!

a. Whole bodw (include extension limits) (0.75)
|

b. Skin of the Whole bodw (0.5)

c. Handse forearms, feet and ankles. (0.5)

d. When is an individual's dose said to be avuting the ALARA
concept? (0.45)

J

I

QUESTION 4.03 (3.50)

Answer the following uuvstions about ' Natural Circulation Operation's
Procedure N-0-04.

:

a. Provide'the TWO methods of determing effvetive natural
circulation. (1.0)

b. What is the maximum cooldown rate allowed? (0.5)

c. What action ar's wou reeuired to take if one control rod
indicates not fullw inserted? (1.0)

d. While Performing a cocidown in natural circulations whu are the
RCS subcooling reouirements much more restrictive ~ if the
Control Rod Drive Mechanism cooling units.are not in operation? (1.0)

L

, , , . . . . ., . . . . . _ -_ , _ _ _ . , _ . . - ,-. . . _ . _ . . . . _ . . _



A.__RRDCEDURES_=_WORMALa_4BWORMALa_ EMERGENCY _eWD PAGE 12 |-

R&DIDLOGICAL_COMIROL

.

QUESTION 4.04 (2.50)

Assume that it is 0300 Hrs. on 6/19/84 and the facilitw is Presentlw
at 45% Power. Considering the Delta-I Penaltw historw belowe are
wou now allowed to increase Power above 50% Power? If notr When |

caw Power be increased? EXPLAIN.

DATE TIME (out) TIME (in) POWER
|,

6/18/84 0300 0318 85%

6/18/84 1557 1633 65%
6/19/84 0138 0300 45% (2.5)

QUESTION 4.05 (4.00)

a. List FOUR indications that saw be used to identifu a faulted
Steam Generator with a tube leak /ruPtur&+ (1.2)

b. How is a faulted Steam Generator isolated? (1.6)

c. If the MSIV on a faulted S/G cannot be fullw clouude how is
the radio-active release minimized while cooling down the

Reactor Coolant Swstem? (1.2)

DUESTION 4.06 (2.80)

i Assume that a Loss of Coolant Accident has occured at the Kewaunee
Power Station.

;

s. What are the Safetw Injection termination criteria? (1.6)
,

l
i b. Under what conditions must Safetu InJeetion be MANUALLY
l reinitiated? (1.2)

!

.

QUESTION 4.07 (4.00)

a. List FIVE of the seven immediate sweptoms of the controllins
Pressurizer Pressure channel failing highe while at power. (1.5)

b. What automatic. control actions will occur as a result of this
failure? (1.0)

c. What 3 manual actions are reeuired? (1.5)

- _ . _ _ _ _ - . . . _ _ . . . - _ - -. . _ . - _ . _ _ _ . - _ . _ _ . .. ., . _. _ _ _ .
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.

QUESTION 4.08 (3.00)

c. What RCS Pressure and temperature limits are imposed when
the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) swstem is placed in service? (1.0)

,

b. The RHR swstem is in the normal couldown mode through RHR-11
(RHR to loop-B Accumulator line) utilizing both RHR pumps
and letting down to the CVCS for solid Plant Pressure control.
Provide the valve condition / Position (OPEN, SHUT, MANUALLY |
THROTTLEDs or AUTOMATIC) for the following valves. !

1. RHR-8B (RHR flow regulating valve).

2. RHR-10 (RHR Heat Exchanger bwPass valve).
,

3. SI-300B (RHR suction from RWST).
4. LD-60 (Low Pressure letdown valve-CVCS)
5. CC-403B (RHR Heat Exchanger return valve-CVCS) (2.0)

!

.!

i

i

i

e

|

|
'

|
_.- _ - . . _ - . . _ . _ . _ . . - . _ . _ - _ . . _ - . . .
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IMERMODYNAUICSa_WEAI_IRANSEER_cWD_ELUID_ELOW
1

'

ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.

ANSWER 1.01 (2.50)

a. Decrease i

b. Decrease
c. Increase
d. Decrease !

o. No change E0.5 each3 (2.5)

REFERENCE -

Westinghouse Thermal-Hwdraulic PrinciPlus und Applications to PWR II
Chapter 12, Pe. 21-26

ANSWER 1.02 (3.00)
|

a. Due to the CHANGE IN PHASE on the secondarv side of the steam
generatore its enthalev rise is roughlw ten tim'es the Primarv
side enthalew drop. Since the ENERGY GAINED bu the feudwater
HUST be EQUAL to THE ENERGY RELEASED from.the PrimarW sWstemp

(a dh) secondarw(a dh) PrimSPW 2

the PrimarW hass flow rate hust be BPProXimatelW ten times
the secondarw swstem flow rate. (1.5)

b. Due to the large secondarv enthalPw change CO.753, the Percent
error from tehPeraturep Presturer und flow senGitiVitW is
smaller E0.53. Alsop PrimarW sWStem flow instruments Ure VerW

inaccurate CO.253. (1.5)

REFERENCE
Westinghouse Thermal-Hwdraulic Principles and APPlicationG to PWR I

Chapter 17 PP.'19-22

|

-. . - . . -__ -. ... . - - . . . - - . . _ . . --
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ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKERe B.

ANSWER 1 03 (4.00)

a. 1. Samarium takes much longer to reach vuuilibrium conditions
E0.53 because it is formed bw decaw of a precursor with a
longer half life than for Xenon E0.53. (1.0)

2. Xenon has the most worth at vuuilibrium E0.53 because it is
more abundant E0.53 and because it has a higher neutron

absorbtion cross-section CO.53 (1.5)

b. True E0.53, Euuilibrius Xenon is flux dependent and non-linear
E0.53 since burnout is relative 1w less significant at 50%

Power than at 100% Power (Production is flux denundent but
removal terms are not both flux dependent) E0.53 (1.5)

REFERENCE
Kewaunee Nuclear Plant Training Manual (WNTO-7606) I-6.39-46

ANSWER 1.04 (3.00)

a. Initial Rect = 0 000
Rods = .070

Power Defect = +.010
______

0.06 delta-K or 6000 PCs shutdown (1.0)

b. -0.060
S.D. Rods = +0.020 (optional - maw not include due to T.S.

def. of SDM)

=-0.02f_(
Xenon

_____

0.06 (delta-K or 6400 Pcm shutdown (1.0)

-0.06($c.

Xenon = +0.05T
_____

0.01g{ delta-Kor 1200 Pcm shutdown (1.0)

No Penaltw if 1 rod is considered stuck or if S.D. rod worth not
Considered if done consistant1w due to T.S. definition of SDM

REFERENCE
Reactor Theorw Manuale Chapter 9

|

|
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IHERNODYWeMICSz_WEeI_IRAWSEER_eWD_ELUID_ELOW .

ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.-

.

ANSWER 1.05 (1.20)

An increase is expected as liauid replaces the aucuping steam.
(Also accept an explanation of sWW11 Phenomenon) (1.2)

REFERENCE
KNP Training Manual (WNTO-7803) II-1.4

ANSWER 1.06 (2.80)

MTCbecomesmorenegativeC0.53--becuuusaubo(nise. 1.
reduced over core life (due to fuel depletion) the Positive
effect of 1 F change in baron concentration is reduced
(as temp. increases, densitW dveresses thus more boron
is removed from the core) [0.53,

OR
neutron Iwakage is increased due to the radial flux shift
outward at EOL E0.53. (1.0)

2. DOPPLER COEFFICIENT -- gets less negative CO.53 due to the
decrease in fuel to ciud Mae C0.33 (clad creep) because of
increased heat transfer and reducing the effect of fuel
temperature CO.23. (1.0)

b. BOL E0.2 vach3 EOL E0.2 vach3
cmMd16.4 7. Z.7

HTC -% (+/-) 1 PCM/ F -3A (+/-) {PCM/F GLc i

fAI . :s~ z
(0.8)Doppler -1 .5 (+/-) I PCM/% -11 (+/-) PCM/%

REFERENCE
KNP Training Manuale I-6.2-18

ANSWER 1.07 (3.00)

! o. Increase
b. Decrease )

'

c. Decrease
d. Increase
o. Decrease C0.6 nach3 (3.0)

REFERENCE
Westinghouse Thermal-Hudraulic Principles and APelications to PWR IIi

| Charter 12e PP. 15-16

r
l

. . . _ _ . . _.
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I* ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.

ANSWER 1.08 (2.50)

Steam Generator Heat Transfer! QuuA deltu T CO.53
where delta T = Tave - Tsat (sec)

De Un and Tsat (sec) remain constante thereforse
A2CTave 2 - Tuat (uve)3 CO.53Tsut (suc)3 =0/A = A1CTave 1 -

From given info. A2=0.75 A1

512-516 F C0.73From Steam Tablest Tsat (suc) =

A1 (574 - 514) = 0.75 A1 (Tave 2 - 514) Tuve 2 a 594 F

Therefore! Tave must increase bw 19-21 F CO.83 (2.5)

REFERENCE
Westinghouse Thermal-Hwdraulic Principles and Applications to PWR I

Chapter 6

ANSWER 1.09 (3.00)

a. WITHDRAWAL LIMIT C0.53 - Impused to help avoid dumping steam
if a decrease in Power is initiated.
CO.53 (1.0)

b. MANEUVERING BAND CO.53 - To allow an immediate return to full
Power ut anwtime from a lower Power
CO.253 as well as to help maintain a
fairlw even axial fuel depletion CO.253 (1.0)

c. INSERTION LIMITS C0.53 - Assures the abilitw to shutdown at anw-
timme under anw conditions CO.53 (1.0)

|
REFERENCE
KNP Training Manual (WNTO-7606) I-6.30

|

|

|

.

;

- _ , _ _ _ _ . . _. _ _ _ - _ . _ . . . , -- _ _ . _ . _
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ANS*lERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B. .

.

I

ANSWER 2.01 (3.00)

e. -Start failure
-Ensine overspeed
-Lo lube oil PrWssure
-Lo Jacket water Pressure

CO.5 each3 (2.0)

b. Fire detectors actuate CO.53, master valve admits a timed
CO2 discharge CO.53 (1.0)

REFERENCE
KNP Swstem DescriPtionst 87 P. 8

4 $d*(ANSWER 2.02 (3.50) b.S/3 23 e.t
C O . 5 3 , 2AL C O .k.r R Psis CO.253c. - Hi Hi Containment Pressure r

(1.5)re.ess g te.2n g- n;n;;1 .

,

b. 1. Start of SPraw Punes.
2. Opening of both discharge valves.

3. Closure of control valves in Test line to RWST.
4. Opening of the two Caustic addition control valveu. (2.0)

REFERENCE
KNP Training Manual IV-11 1 12

I ANSWER 2.03 (3.00)

4 1
c. 1. Hi Hi S/G 1evel CO.9),2/3e 67% CO.%Q

2. Safetw inJaction actuation COI4Je anw
-3 . "r;;ter ti.c 00.' , ';n;! _it.' 2/' L__ T. . C'? " r^ ''- (1.4)

w%

b. Trip both MFP's and Turbine trip. (1.0)

c. Load runback on Main Turbinw. (0.6)

REFERENCE
KNP Swstem Descriptions 5Ar P. 17
KNP Trainins Manual IV-12.22e23
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ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.
.

+

ANSWER 2.04 (3.00)

c. TD MD
1

i

,

1. OversPeed 1. Overcurrent

2. Lu lube oil 2. Lo lubs oil
Pressure Pressure [0.5 unch3 (2.0)

b. TD HD

1. Pump lube oil 1. Pump lube oil cooler

coolers

2. Turbine drive
bearing coolers CO.33 each3 (1.0)

REFERENCE
KNP SWstem Descriptions 5Be P. 6
KNP Annunciator ResPor.se 47009-14e 47010-44

ANSWER 2.05 (3 50)

a. Surge tank vent shuts (CC-104) (0.5)

b. 1. Surge tank Vacuum Breuker Opens. (0.5)

2. Yes [0.453 at (35 Psig) operating Pump 10W header Pressure
[0.453 (Providing the standbW Pump control Was in AUT0) (0.9)

p.::a.%ksm vdog
:::t i c.. ._.;; C " '.' ''^ chzt_. but 19-6 c. 1. No [0.43 L-id"="

(0.8)^ ;; di;;'. rt: -iri: !^g 2. n-i: 12..... u. . . . .

2. Yes CO.43 CCW to RCP's is not incluted -- ^'' - "'--- *-
9 an=1 4- ::tuc t-d - CO.43 (0.8)

N

REFERENCE
KNP Sestem Descriptions 45, P. 6
Flow Diagrams XK100-19e 35
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ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.
.

ANSWER 2.06 (2.50)

LD-5 ee3
,

I

LD-15 se2

CVC-40 be5

CVC101a ce2

CVC-261 de3 E0.25 each responsv3 (2.5)

REFERENCE
KNP F10w Diagrams XK100-35, 34

ANSWER 2.07 (3.50)

n. Perferred! 480 V HCC-1-52C to AC inverter (BRA-111) to
Instrument bus I (1.0)

Alternate! 480 V MCC-1-52C (normul) or MCC-1-52E (ult) via
an Auto transfer switch to 120 V cabinet BRA-105
to Instrument Bus I. (1.0)

b. 1. Transfer DC loads to Opposite DC Bus. (0.75)

2. Disconnect failed charder and move suure charder into
Position and connect to circuits to currw loads. (0.75)

REFERENCE
KNP Swstem Descriptions 38e PP. 20, 21

KNP Electric '. Distribution Drawing E233P

i

l

|

,
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ANSWERS -- KEWQUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, Bn
,

ANSWER 2.08 (3.00)

(3 of 4 reauired)

1. Interlock between Containment Sump and Test Line Valves (0.2)

Reauirement: Test line valves must be closed to open the
sume isolation valves. (0.4)

Purpose: Prevents inadvertent release of containment vapor

to the RWST. (0.4)

2. Accumulator Isolation Valves Interlock: (0.2)

Reauirement: Stem mounted limit switch tries an annunciator
in the control room if wither valve is shut and
RCS Pressure is > SI unblock Pressure. (0.4)

Purpose: To alert the operator that the Accumulatoru are
isolated. (0.4)

3. SI Pump Recirculation Valve Interlock (0.2)
Reauirement: Interlocked with RHR Pump discharge pressure

instrument to Prevent opening of RHR-300 A/B (0.4)
Purpose: Prevents overPressuring SI Pump suction eiping. (0.4)

4. SI Pune Suction Valve Interlock (0.2)
Reauirements: RHR-300 A or B cannot be opened uninsu SI Pump

suctions are shut. (0.4)
Purpose Prevent Pumping contaminated sump water into the

RWST with the RHR Pumps. (0.4)

REFERENCE
KNP Swstem Description 337 PP 8F 9

.

~ , r e ,
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ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.
.

ANSWER 3.01 (3.00)

n. Reactor trie
Steam dump control
Generator trie
Aux bus transfer
Diesel generator auto start (1.0)

b. 1. Manual trip causes the Auto Ston Oil Preuuure to dump. (0.4)

2. Auto StoP Oil causes Emergenew Trip Fluid duRP. (0.4)
3. Emergenew Trip dump closes - Stop valvese Reheat valves

and dumps Control Emergenew Trie Fluid. (0.4)

4. Control Energenew Trip Fluid cloues - Intercent and Control
valves. (0.4)

5. When the StoP valves are clouwd a signal is Proceused to
trip the generator after a 30 sec. time delaw. (0.4)

REFERENCE
KNP Training Manual IV-12.30, 31

ANSWER 3.02 (3.00)

a. Steam flow irecreasvu causing increased removal of heat from

the RCSI Tave decreases. Reactor control suuten moves the
rods OUT because of the Tref-Tave deviation. (1.0)

b. This causes decreased efficiencu in the secondaru Plant cwele
for the same turbine load output) Tave will deercase because
of greater heat removal. Thp Tref-Tave deviation causes a
rod withdrawal. (1.0)

c. This is input to the rod control uustem and will cauue the
2 rods to insert attempting to reduce reactor Power. (1.0)

REFERENCE
KNP Swstem Description 5
KNP Training Manual IV-1,3

|

i

I

. .. . . .. . .- .
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ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B. .

.

ANSWER 3.03 (3.00)

c. A manual block that is allowed when 2/3 PZR ereuuuru channels
are < 20004 [0.53. The block will be cleared if 2/3 PZR
Pressure channels indieute > 20004 [0.53. (1.0)

b. P-6e P-10 (1.0)

c. P-7e P-8 (1.0)

REFERENCE
KNP Training Manual IV-11 14
KNP Logic Diagram XK100-143-150

ANSWER 3.04 (3.00)

1. PZR low Pressuret 2/4 E0.53
2. OT Delta Ti 2/4 [0.53
3. Loss of flow! 2/3/ loop E0.53

4. RcP bus low volts: 1/2 busses E0.53
5. RCP bus low frea.! 1/2 busses E0.53
6. RCP breaker opent 1/2 breaker [0.53 (3.0)

REFERENCE
KNP Trainind Manual IV-11.27

,

ANSWER 3.05 (4.00)

e. 1. 15 F (0.75)
2. 30 F (0.75)

b. Turbine trip controller. (0.75) ,

c. Luad rejection controller. -(0.75) |

d. Provides a blocking signal for 10 valves during cooldown below-
low - low Tave setroint (i.e. uncontrolled cooldown). (1.0)

REFERENCE
KNP Swstem Description 6
KNP Training Manual IV-9e 12

KNP Losic Dimeram XK100-153

>

- .-._ .
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ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B '.
.

l
.

i

ANSWER 3.06 (2.50)

o. The turbine serves as the heat sink to the reactor CO.33,
thus a Rx trip should follow a turbine trip to hinimi2W the
RCS Pressure and temperature Peaks CO.73. (1.0)

b. Hi Pressurizer Pressure C O . 7 31, r F ,^2- " " n @t' f ri ld t
'" OT Delta T Co.33 (1.0)' trirc. "L :. t: .X"1:1 ~ -

g--

c. All turbine stop valves shut CO.253
Auto Stop 011 Pressure low (< 45 Psig) CO.253 (0.5)

REFERENCE
KNP Training Manual IV-11.14

ANSWER 3.07 (3.50)

! a. 1. The control rods would move in at max speed due to

Tave-Tref deviation JC'.753. Press. transmitter
The steam, dung w;"ogld q ,mg ;i ist stage, M M,4,,2.
fallure 2n? 1.. *_. t.._.. ??d!N-W28 gurr- oais

.

M..t t... 2/, 7... . - ., u t. . . '_ r - L : r : : t r - i - * d 1. 0 3 .
3. The Programmed level would incrouue to Mal due to high

Tave signal CO.753. 80% (2.5)

b. The Plant would trip on low Pressuri2er Pressure CO.53 M o
the. W r: :::1ds . f.; th_ .i... durr1 2"Lrod inuert CO.53 (1.0),

ik.k nDo ?*f~2'**; u;f aise Qw M %.a,- w' J __ .. n Lf,A2 e.A c...o,

,

,

REFERENCE ,

KNP Training Manual IV-3, 7e 9e 12
,

ANSWER 3.08 (3.00)

o. True (0.5)

i
b. A low temperature would indicate gnsufficient spraw flow

(through the bwrass valves). (1.0)

c. Control Room CO.53
Aux feed Pune station C0.53
Chargins Pump station CO.53 (1.5)

REFERENCE
KNP Annunciator Response Book 47021-21

_ _ _
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RADIOLOGICCL_COWIROL

ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.*

ANSWER 4.01 (3.00)

a. - High RCP Bearing Water Temperature
- 61 seal leskoff temperature hidh (1.0)

b. - Seal injection flow between 8 and 13 gem CO.43
- #1 seal Iwakoff flow less than 1 sem C0.43
- RCS Pressure < 1000 puid E0.43
- Plus wither of the alarms above CO.43 (2.0)

.

REFERENCE
KNP Operating Procedurest N-RC-36A, P. 5

ANSWER 4.02 (2.20)

FEDERAL PLANT

o. 1.25 REM or 1.25 REM
3.0 REM if ace. dose not (0.75)

> 5(N-18)

b. 7.5 REM 7.5 REM (0.5)

c. 18.75 REM 18.75 REM (0.5)

d. When through HIS own actions he has been successful in
eliminating all unnecessarv radiation exposure. (0.45)

REFERENCE
KNP Radition Protvetion Training Manuall Gunwric III-21, 27, 28

Plant Specific I-1

ANSWER 4.03 (3.50)

Steam release from i S/G [0.53c. -

Average readings of core T/C is constant (or decreasing)-

and is substantuallw below Tuat. C0.53 (1.0)
.

b. 25 F rer hour (0.5)
!

c. Begin Emersonew Boration. (1.0)
,

d. This minimizes the Possibilitw of hvad vuiding. (1.0)

|

!

.
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R&DIOLOGICAL_CONIROL

ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.*

REFERENCE
KNP Operating Proceduresi H-0-06

ANSWER 4.04 (2.50)

No CO 53, accumulated renaltw over the Past 24 hours is 95 minutes
[1.03. Assuming no further operation outside the Delta-I band, the
Penaltw Will be reduced to 60 niinutes at 1614 Hrs. on 6/19/84 and
then Power maw be increased C1.03. (2.5)

REFERENCE
KN? Technical SPecificationsi 3.10

l

ANSWER 4.05 (4.00) 1

'
e. 1. Unexpected S/G Invel rise.

2. High radiation on S/G blowdown.

3. High radiation bw chemistrv sample.
4. High steam line radiation. tanu 3r 0.4 euch3 (1.2)

b. 1. StoP all feede
2. Shut MSIV and BwPass.

J 3. Verifw PORV's shut.
4. Shut steam valve to TDAFWP. CO.4 vach3 (1.6)

c. 1. Shut the MSIV on the unaffected S/G
2. Cooldown using the PORV's on the uaffected S/G

(CAF)______________________________________________

NOTE! Utilitu is to Provxdv reference material for credit. (1.2)

REFERENCE
KNP Operating Procedurevi E-0-09, PP 2-4 j

ANSWER 4.06 (2.80)

a. 1. RCS subcooling > 30 dvd. AND

2. Pzr level > 50% AND
3. A.' O 7; : '- 25^ 2 - 'w level in at least 1 S/G in NR AND

L ,

4. RCS Pressure > 2000 t to.4 vach3 (1.4) |
|

b. 1. RCS Pressure dvereuses below 1815 esid OR I
2. Pzr Ivvel drors below 20% OR |

3. RCS subcooling < 50 deg. (1.2),
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RADIOLOGICAL _CONIROL

ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.*

REFERENCE
KNP Operating Procedurest E-0-10, P. 2

ANSWER 4.07 (4.00)

a. (5 of 7 reuuired)
1. Pressure indications on failed channel read high.
2. Pressurizer Pressure high alarm.
3. Pressurizer heaters off.
4. Both sPrBW Valves oPen.
5. Pressurizer high Pressure deviation alarm.

6. Pressurizer Pressure high reactor trip alarm.
7. Actual Pressure indication decreasing CO.3 vach3 (1.5)

b. 1. Both seraw valves oPen.
2. Pressurizer heaters off. (1.0)

c. 1. Close both Pressurizer sPraW Valves 67.. i.. sir . . Of" %
2. Check Pressurizer Pressure indications.
3. Position selector switch to remove failed channel

from control. (1.5)

REFERENCE
KNP Annunciator Response Booki 47021-33, 42, 43

ANSWER 4.08 (3.00)

a. Less than 350 F CO.53 and 425 Psig [0.53 (1.0)

b. 1. Throttled
(auto)/ #L M2. Throttled

3. Closed
4. OPen
5. OPen (2.0)

REFERENCE
KNP Operating Procedures) N-0-05

N-RHR-34
KNP Flow Diagrammi XK100-18, 19

I

_ __
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I U. S. NUCLEAR REOULATORY COMMISSION
SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR LICENSE EXAMINATION

E d l u,0 N hU FACILITY! _KEWAUNEE________________
F. % m zak
g,73dag REACTOR TYPE 8 _EWR_____________________

J. I$roo3 A DATE ADMINISTERED!_8d20dZ12________________
b. ihonual )

EXAMINER _EICKER4_B.______________

APPLICANT: __ _ .-

INSIEUCIIONS_ID_AEELICANIX

Use separate Paper for the answers. Write answers on one side un19.
Staple uuestion sheet on top of the answer sheets. Points for each
auestion are indicated in Parentheses after the Questione The PasSind
crade reuuires at least 70% in each catedorw and a final grade of at

least 80%. Examination Papers will be picked up six (6) hours after
the examination starts.

% OF
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QUESTION 5.01 (2.50)

Redistribution is a term associated with the coolant densitu decreases
as heat is carried awaw from the fuel rods, bu the coolant Passage
upward through the core.

a. How does Redistribution effect flux distribution over core height
.t full Power? (1.0)

b. What two effects further accentuate Redistribution at End of
Life, Power conditions? (1.5)

1

QUESTION 5.02 (3.00)

i s. Whw is the Primaru swstem floWrate aPProximatelw 10
times greater than secondaru sustem flowratet (1.5)

! b. Whw is a Primarw heat balance considered less accurate
; than a secondarw hwat balanew? (1.5)

GUESTION 5.03 (4.00)

a. Compare Xenon-135 and Samarium-149 fission Product poisons
bw EXPLAINING the differences for the followindt (actual

! values are not necessarw)
t

1. Time to reach woullibrium conditions after startuP. (1.0)
2. Magnitude of negative reactivitu at vuuilibrium conditions. (1.5)

b. Explain whw the following statement IS or IS NOT true.
"Eauilibrium Xenon concent.'ation at 50% PoWur is NOT
approximate 1w half its concentration at 100% Power'. (1.5)

< ~
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QUESTION 5.04 (3.00)

A reactor has the following charseteristics:

|
1. Power defvet = 1000 PCR
2. Total Rod Worth = 7000 Pcm
3. Shutdown Rod Worth = 2000 PCR ;

4. Euuilibrius Xenon = 2800 PCR
5. Peak Xenon = 5200 Pcm

The reactor has been operating at steadw-state for three weeks when
a trip from 100% Power occurs and the shutdown rods are Pulled two
hours later. Assume no boration bw the operator.

a. What is the shutdown margin (SDM) immediate1w following the
trip 7 (1.0)

b. What is the SDM vight hours after the trip 7 (1.0)

c. What is the SDM three daws after the trie7 (1.0)

;

GUESTION 5.05 (1.20)

When a Pressurizer PORV is used to dvPressurize the RCS (during
a S/G tube rupture recoveru) uou should expect to uue Pressurizer
level (INCREASE, DECREASE, or REMAIN THE SAME). WHY7 (1.2)

GUESTION 5.06 (2.80)

a. For each of the coefficients below: How do thou varu over
core age and Whw?

1. Moderator TehPerature Coefficient. (1.0)
2. Doppler Coefficient. (1.0)

,

| b. What are the approximate values in PCM for wuch coefficient in
(a) above over core life (BOL to EOL 100% PWr.)? (0.8)

|
|

L- _
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QUESTION 5.07 (3.00)
l

Assume one RCP trips at 30% nowere without a reactor protvetion '

owstem actuation or a change in turbine load. Indicate whether
the followinJ Parameters will INCREASE, DECREASE, or REMAIN THE
SAME.

c. Flow in the operating reactor coolant loors. (0.6)

b. The ratio of core flow compared to the total loor flow.
(Core Flow / Total Loop Flow) (0.6)

c. Reactor Vessel delta P. (0.6)
.

d. Core delta T. (0.6)

o. Operating loup steBR softerator temperature. (0.6)

GUESTION 5.08 (2.50)

The reactor is operating at 100% power and no steam generator tubes
are elugged. Steam generator Pressure is 770 rsig and RCS Tuve is
574 F. If 25% of the S/G tubes are Pluggede how much chango must
take Place in Tave of the RCS in order to maintain the S/G Pressure
at 770 Pside when the reactor Power is at 100%7 Show all Work.
Use the Steam Tables. (2.5)

QUESTION 5.09 (3.00)

Core operating limits and Procedures are clouv1w Pv10ted to full
length rod positioning Parameters thus establishing Rod Onvrutional
Limits. Name the THREE Positioning Parameters and BRIEFLY explain
the Purpose of each. (3.0)

i

i

!

i

!
!

|

I
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QUESTION 6.01 (3.00)

e. List FOUR of the six conditions when Steam Generator Blowdown
is automatica11w isolatede AND the reason (s) isolation is
desired for each condition selveted. (2.0)

<

I
'

b. Fill in the blanks for the following statements concerning
'special oPWration* of the blowdown swstem.

1. The condensate cooling return from the SGB Heat Exchangers
can be diverted to the ____ if the heater drain tank
becomes unavailable.

2. Blowdown flow can be diverted to the ____ uhould condensate
become unavailable for cooling the SGB Heat Exchangers. (1.0)

GUESTION 6.02 (3.50)

< a. What are ALL the Parameter inputs for each of the following
controls, AND indicate which inputs have selectable channel
capabilitw?

1. Main Feed Regulating Valve (HFRV).

2. Feudwater Regulating BuPass Valve. (2.0)

b. What are the THREE HFRV automatic closure signals AND-the
reason / basis for each closure signal? SetPoints not reuuired. (1.5)-

I QUESTION 4.03 (3.00;

Describe the intsrlocks associated with the following valves.(Include
;

cetpoints)

| o. RHR Pump discharge to SI Pumps.
!

b. RHR suctions from Sump B.

c. Hot les supplies to RHR. (3.0)

I

;

|

!

-

,

i

!

,

'
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QUESTION 6.04 (3.00)

The reactor is operating at 100% Power with all suutumn in normal.
For the followind failures, what reactor protvetive uidnal will
cause the reactor to trie? Assume no operator action and consider
oach failure independent 1w. BREIFLY EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER.

c. CVCS charging flowrate drops to tha minimum VDlue. (1.5)

b. A (controlling) cold led temperature detector fails hidh. (1.5)

GUESTION 6.05 (3.50)

a. Describe how the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Ivak collection sustem
design Provides for Ivah detection and location. (1.5)

b. What design features of the SFP mitigate / Prevent siphoning the
POO1 from a leak / rupture in SFP Pump suction AND return Pipind? (1.0)

,

! c. Other than thermal capacitu considerationur how huu the storage

! capacitw of the SFP been increased? (1.0)

GUESTION 6.06 (2.00)

e. What is the Purpose of the Rwaetor Vessel Hvad Venting
Svstem (RVHVS)? (1.0)*

1

b. State the Purpose (s) of the orifice installed in the RVHVS
,

vent lines. (1.0)i

;

i

t

i
1

~ |
J
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QUESTION 6.07 (3.00)

] o. Describe the response (svuunnce of events) of a 4160 Volt
Safeguards Bus to maintain / restore vluctrical power when
an undervoltado condition on a safeguards bun COINCIDENT
with a Safetw Injection Sidnul exists. (1.0)

b. State ALL the conditions that muut be act to allow the EDO
output breaker to automatica11u shut. (1.0)

c. Whw are the two 4160V feeder breakuru for Feedwater und RCP's
tripped in addition to the two bus Power uuPPlu breukers
when a fault condition existu un bus 1-17 (0,5)

1

d. If the Emersencu Diesel Generator is oPerutinue how is its
continued operation uffveted bu a curdux fire protection'

actuation signal? (0.5)

I
QUESTION 6.08 (2.00)

a. How is RBV fun-coil unit uPeration uffveted bw a Sufetw
I InJaction Signal? (1 0)

i b. EMPlain hoW norm &1 fun-cDil unit operation automatica11W
' changes when one of the unitu in a Pair is utoPPvd. (1.0)

i

QUESTION 6.09 (2.00)

o. What input wisnals are sent to the computer for une in
calculating rod insertion limits? (1.0)

b. What are the three desidn buuvs for the rod inuortion
limits? (1.0)

.

=
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QUESTION 7.01 (3.00)

c. Whoe bw titiv,or punition, must uidn un ' Authorization for
Increased Radiation Execuure" to inervuuu un individual's
doue limit above 1250 mREH/0 and WHY iu uuch uidnuture reuuired? (1.5)

b. What are the THREE tunvu of RWP's uuwd other thun for usurgencies
AND for what time evriod in wach valid? (1.5)

GUESTION 7.02 (3.50)

Assume that wour Plant has undergone a Loss of Sucunduru Coulant
Accident and wour operators have reached a condition where the
SI uwstem can be stoPPvd under EITHER of 2 setu of conditions.

o. What is the difference between the 2 conditionut (1 5)

b. When would SI be ruuuli6d to be manuallu reinitiated? (2 0)

GUESTION 7.03 (3.50)

o. Under Postaccident Cundir.iunu whuuu upprovule bu titive is
reuuired Prior to oversti1s the suutums liuted in the procedure
'Poutaccident Sustoms Operation's E-0-127 (1.5)

b. Under what TWO conditions should the Hvad Vent swstem NOT be
used rvr the procedure Precautions and Limitationut (2.0)

l

|
i.
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QUESTION 7.04 (3.50)

Cnswer the following uuvutions about ' Natural Circulation Onvration*e
procedure N-0-04.

o. Provide the TWO methods of doterming effective natural
circulation. (1.0)

b. What is the maximum couldown rute allowed and the bouis for
this ratw? (1.0)

c. What action are wou reuuired to take if one control rod
indicates not fullw inverted? (0 5)

I

d. While performing a couldown in natural circulations whu are the
RCS subcooling rouuirementu much more restrictive if the
Control Rod Drive Hwchanium cooling units are not in unwration? (1 0)

i

QUESTION 7.05 (4.00)

c. List FIVE of the uvven immediate sunctums of the controlling
Prwusurizwr ervusurv channel failing highe while at Power. (1 0)

i b. What autumatic control wetionu will occur uu a result of this
failure? (1 5)

c. What 3 manual actions are reuuired? (1.5)

;

QUESTION 7.06 (3.00)

O. What are FOUR responsibilitive of the Shift Supervisor'

during an vmorgenew secording to EP-AD-1, 'Plunt Emergenew
Organization'7 (2 0)

b. During an emersoncw WH0e bw titlee is the Primuru relief for
the Shift Supervivor as Emergenew Dirvetur and HOW in the relief
documented? (1 0)
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QUESTION 7.07 (2.10)

,

Complete the following precautions and limitations from procedure
N-0-05 ' Plant Cooldown from Hot Shutdown to Cold Shutdown,-

Condition *.

a. One steam generator shall be operable whenever the average
*

-reactor coolant temperature is above ____ F.

b. At least ___ Pressurizer safetu valve shall be operable whenever
the reactor head is on the reactor Pressure vessel.

c. Pressurizer cooldown rate shall not exceed ___ F Per hour.

d. The secondarv side of the steam denerator must not be*

Pressurized above ___ Psig if the temperature of the
steam generator is below __ F.

o. During cooldown temperature difference between the pressurizer
and the reactor coolant shall be dreater than ___. F except when
filling the Pressurizer.

f. Maintain the temperature difference-between the loops at less
than __ F during cooldown. (2.1)

GUESTION 7.08 (2.40)

a. What are FOUR conditions that HUST be met durind the release
(2.0)of daseous waste? -

b. Who must the Shift Supervisor notifu Prior to and at the
-

completion of a daueous waste discharge? (0.4).

.

%

$

.

,\ '

,

, 1

_ _. -4_
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QUESTION 8.01 (3.70)

a. Is it permissible bw Tagout Control Procedure ACD 4.3 to re-use
a danger tas? EXPLAIN. (1.0)

b. List the FOUR conditions in ACD 4.3, which allow for exception
of a reouired Phwsical independent verification on the restora-
tion of cards. (1.2),

c. Who bw Position / title can authorize removal of hold Cards When
the Person that ordered them Placed is not on site un'd cannot
be reached? (1.0)

d. How is an independent Verification documented? (0.5)

GUESTION 8.02 (3.50)

a. List FIVE different examples of a reportable incident as
defined in ACD 2.16. (2.5)

b. What specific resPonsibilitU remains for the Shift Supervisor
after the incident has been. recognized and an incident report
has been initiated? (1.0)

GUESTION 8.03 (2.40)

What THREE conditions must be met in order for the Shift Supervisor
to authorize / approve a restart from an unscheduled reactor shutdown? (2.4)

GUESTION 8.04 (3.00)

a. What are the approval reGuirements for imPlumenting a Temporarv
Operating Procedure? (1.5)-

b. What is the maximum time Period & TehPorarw Operating Procedure
is valid? (0.5)

c. When is the Temporarw Operating Procedure control sheet and form
NOT reauired to document a change? (1.0)

.. . _ _ _
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QUESTION 8.05 (2.40)

What is the Standing Order Poliew/ Practice which allows electrical
Penetration openings to remain oPen during non-Working hours? (2.4)

GUESTION 8.06 (2.00)

When the automatic trip of the RCP on a SI was removed the commitment
j for two licensed operators in the ' Control Room' Was PU-imPlumented.

What are the ' Control Room' boundaries as defined bu this Standing
Night Order? (2.0)

:

QUESTION 8.07 (3.00)

: a. For each of the following leak locatiors, give the maximum
allowable rate of Iwakage of reactor coolant as sPvCified
in the Technical SPvCificationse

1. Unknown location.

2. RHR valve Packing leak with leukoff'line.

3. Through a wall crack in the line between the Pressurizer
code saftew valve and the Pressurizer.

4. Steam generator tubes. (1.2)-

b. What is the basis for the Technical Specification limit on
maximum reactor coolant activitw? Include operator action

,

assumptions made in the basis. (1.8)

.

]

GUESTION 8.00 (2.50)

a. Shutdown margin (SDM) must meet Technical Specifications-
figure (3.10-1) reuuirements while in hot shutdown condi -
tions. What specific accident is this figure-designed to
provide' Protection for? (0.5)-

|

b. While maintaining 50% turbine loade with control rods in j
automatic, a 50 ppm boron dilution takes Piece. What.effect i

i does this have on SDM7 (1.0)- |

c. List the parameters used for calculation of SDM 6dHH) at Power.- (1.0)
| I

|

-

o .

._ . _ - . _ _ _ . . . _ , - - , _ - . - - - , , . . .- - - - - . . . -
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QUESTION 8.09 (2.50)
|

a. What are the steadw state AND transient Technicel Specification {

limits for the RCS chemistrw ParametWrs listHd bWloWI j

|2. Dissolved Oxwgen (>250 F)
2. Chloride |

3. Floride (1.5)'

b. Whw are the above transient limits different than the steadv
state limits? (1.0)

+

Y

.A-
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ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B..

|

| ANSWER 5.01 (2.50)
!

e. The flux distribution is skewed towards the bottom of the
core (due to HTC vffvetu) (1.0)

b. 1. Core dup 1vtion with Bank D Partial 19 inserted CO.753
2. Moderator Temperature Coefficient becomes more negative

with core depletion (because of removal of boron from the
coolant to compensate for burnue) E0.753. (1.5)

REFERENCE
KNP Training Manuall I-6.31

ANSWER 5.02 (3.00)

a. Due to the CHANGE IN PHASE on the secondaru side of the steam
senerator, its enthalew rice is roughlw ten timou the Primarw
side enthalew drop. Since the ENERGY GAINED bu the feedwater
HUST be EQUAL to THE ENERGY RELEASED from the Prim 3Pu sustemp

(m dh) Primaru = (m dh) secondarv

the Priearw mass flow rate must be cPeroximatulu ten times
the secondarw sustem flow rate. (1.5)

b. Due to the lorse secondaru enthalPw change CO.753, the percent
error from tekPeraturer PresSurer and flow sUnsitiVitw is
smaller E0.53. Also, Primaru swstem flow instruments are verv

inaccurate EO.253. (1.5)

REFERENCE
Westinghouse Thermal-Hwdraulic Principles and Applications to PWR I

Chapter 17 PPe 19-22

-

# W 4 * i w r k
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ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.
, .

!

I
ANSWER 5.03 (4.00) ,

,

s. 1. Samarium takes much longer to reach wuuilibrium conditions |
[0.53 because it is formed bw decaw of a precursor with a

'

lander half life than for Xenon [0.53. (1.0)

I

2. Xenon has the most worth at vuuilibrium CO.53 because it is
more abundant [0.53 and because it has a higher neutron
absorbtion cross-section [0.53 (1.5)

b. True [0.53. Eauilibrium Xenon is flux dveendent und non-linear
E0.53 since burnout is relative 1w less significant at 50%
Power than at 100% Power (production is flux dependent but
removal terms are not both flux dependent) [0.53 (1.5)

REFERENCE
Kewaunee Nucivar Plant Training Manual (WNTO-7606) I-6.39-46

.

|

ANSWER 5.04 (3.00)

a. Initial Rect = 0.000
Rods = .070

Power Defect = +.010
______

0.06 delta-K or 6000 Pcm shutdown (1.0)

b. -0.060
S.D. Rods = +0.020 (optional - maw not include due to T.S.

def. of SDM)
Xenon = -0.024

______

0.064 delta-K or 6400 een shutdown (1.0)

c. -0.064
Xenon = +0.052

_____

0.012 delta-K or 1200 Pcm shutdown (1.0)

No'Penaltw if.1 rod is considered stuck or if S.D. rod worth not
4 : Considered if done consistant1w due to T.S. definition of SDM

REFERENCE l

Reactor Theorv Manuale Chapter 9 1
!

-1

|

|
|

L.
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| ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.

|

!

|

ANSWER 5.05 (1.20)

An increase is expected as liouid rWPlaces the escaping steam.
(Also accept an explanation of sWWll PhenomWnon) (1.2)

REFERENCE
KNP Training Manual (WNTO-7803) II-1.4

ANSWER 5.06 (2.80)

a. 1. MTC becomes more negative [0.53 -- because as born is
reduced over core life (due to fuel depletion) the Positive
effect of 1'F change in boron concentration is reduced
(as temp. increases, densitw decreases thus more boron
is removed from the core) [0.53

OR.

neutron leakage is incrwased due to the radial flux shift
1 outward at EOL [0.53. '(1.0)

2. DOPPLER COEFFICIENT -- gets less negative [0.53 due to the
decrease in fuel to clad gap [0.33 (clad creer) because of
increased heat transfer and reducing the effect of fuel
temperature [0.23. (1.0)

*

b. BOL E0.2 each3 EOL E0.2 each]

-/4M 2 27 - 3
MTC 'WL ( + /- ) 1 PCM/ F -SL (+/-) \ PCM/ F

$ PCM/% k~-1k.5 (+/-)hkPCM/% h (0.8).-11 (+/-)Doppler
,

9
REFERENCE ,

KNP Training Manuale I-6.2-18

.

ANSWER 5.07 (3.00)

n. Increase
b. Decrease
c. Decrease
d. Increase
o. Decrease E0.6 eachJ (3.0)

REFERENCE,

Westinghouse Thermal-Hwdraulie PrinciPlus and Applications to PWR II
Chapter 12, PP. 15-16

I

I. -

_
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ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER. B.-

I

ANSWER 5.08 (2.50)

Steam Generator Heat Transfer Q=UA delta T E0.53
.

where delta T = Tave - Tsat (sec)

Os Un and Tsat (sec) remain constante thereforee

Tsat (sec)] = A2CTave 2 - Tsat (sec)3 E0.530/A = Al[Tave 1 -

From given info. A2=0.75 A1
,

From Steam Tables: Tset (sec) = 512-516 F [0.73

A1 (574 - 514) = 0.75 A1 (Tave 2 - 514) Tuve 2 = 594 F

Therefore: Tave must inervase bw 19-21 F E0.83 (2.5)

REFERENCE
Westinghouse Thermal-Hwdraulic PrinciPlus and Applications to PWR I

Chapter 6

ANSWER 5.09 (3.00)

a. WITHDRAWAL LIMIT CO.53 - Imposed to help avoid dumping steam
if a decrease in Power iS initiated.=
[0.53 (1.0)

b. HANEUVERING BAND E0.53 - To allow an immediate return to full
Power at anwtime from a lower Power
C0.253 as well as to hvis maintain'a
fairlw even axial fuel depletion E0.253 (1.0)

c. INSERTION LIMITS E0.53 - Assures the abilitw to shutdown at anw-
time, under anw conditions [0.53. (1.0)'

!

| REFERENCE
| KNP Training Manual (WNTO-7606) I-6.30-

|

-

!

I

| $P
'

(

- . , _ - . _ _ _ _ _ . . , . - . - _ _ _. .. . , _ - . .
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ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B '. |
|

ANSWER 6.01 (3.00)

a. 1. RMS R-15, S/G tube ruPtupg and radiation releases |

2. RMS R-19, S/G tube rupture and radiation releases j

i
'

3. AFW Pump starts (loss of main feed) maximize AFW flow
("200 gem AFW- "80 gem BD)

4. Containment isolation, accident conditions- radiation release

5. BD tank high Pressure, tunk overpressure Protection

6. BD Heat Exchanger high temperature, Protect the ion exchanger

[0.5 eache 4 reuuired] (2.0)

b. 1. Gondenser hot well

2. S/G Blowdown tank [0.5 each3 (1.0)

REFERENCE
KNP Swstem Description Vol I, Chapter 7.

ANSWER 6.02 (3.50)

a. 1. P-impulse

S/G 1evel

S/G Pressure

Feedwater flow *

Steam flow *

2. S/G 1evel
[0.3 vach, 0.1 selectable (*)] (2.0)

b. 1. Hi-Hi S/G 1evel--Protect turbine from water carruover.

2. Rx trie 1-Low Tave--Prevent excessive couldown of RCS.
1

3. SI--reduce couldown of RCS to reduce the conueuuences |
of accident.

[0.5 euch3 (1.5)

i
l

|

I

_. )



6.__ELAWI_SYSIEMS DESIGWa_COWIROLa_AND_INSIRUMEWIAIIDW PAGE 19.

ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.

.

REFERENCE I

KNP Swstee Description Vol I, Chapter 5.

ANSWER 6.03 (3.00)

a. Cannot be opened unless RHR discharge Pressure is <210 Psis
and SI Pump suction valves are closed.

b. Cannot be opened unless one of two SI recire test line
valves is closed.

c. Cannot be opened unless RCS Pressure is <450 esis AND auto

close if RCS Pressure reaches 700 Psis.

E1.0 each3 (3.0)

REFERENCE
KNP Swstem Description Vol II, Chapter 34.

,

ANSWER 6.04 (3.00)

a. High PZR level E0.53 Letdown is greater than makeup, therefore

Pzr level decreases and letdown isolates. Then makeup is
greater than letdown and Pzr Invel increases to the Hidh Level
Trip E1.03 (1.5)

b. Low PZR Pressure E0.53 Rods inserte Tavs decreasese PZR level
and Pressure decreases to the Low Pressure Trip. E1.03. (1.5)

REFERENCE
KNP Training Manual Section IV- 3,7,11,12.

ANSWER 6.05 (3.50)

a. .The leak collection swstem consists of channels behind the SFP
seam welds and is divided into several zones. Should anw zone
develop a leake a dwe solution can be used to floo'd the'affected
zone detecting the leakade source bw visual observation of the
dwe Passing into the Pool. (1.5)

i

b. Check valves on the return lines and the penetration huisht

of the suction lines. (1.0)';

c. Adding boron carbide to the racks and reducing the space between
L storage assemblies. (1.0)

1

| -
. . - ,. , - - .,
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I
.

ANSWERS -- KEWAUNsE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.
I
1

l

1
|

l

REFERENCE
KNP Swstem Description 21, er 5-6

ANSWER 6.06 (2.00)

s. To remove non-condensible gases or steem from the reactor
vessel head. (1.0)

b. To limit the flow (in the event of an inadvertant opening
or rupture of vent valves / lines) te it'ir th. u_^2 cit"1L-
? 2nr ch 2 "i .; - 22: . " d .^ r "CP A00ITIONAL II'0""^?IO.".-

__________________ ____________________________________

(1.0)
___________________ ___________________________________

REFERENCE
KNP Operating Procedurest E-0-12, N-RC-36D
KNP Flow Diagrams XK100-10

.

|

|

, - . . - . . . . _ . _ -



4.__ELeMI_SYSIEMS_DESIGWa_COMIROLa_eWD_INSIEUMEWIAIIDW PACE 21.

ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.

.

;

.

I
ANSWER 6.07 (3.00)

1

a. The safetw inJaction signal blocks the shutdown scuunneur and4

sheds the non-safetw loads E0.23. The undervoltage signal blocks
the LOCA svuuencer and sheds ALL of the loads E0.23. The EDG
automatica11w starts and when the diesel is up to spend and
and voltage the output breaker shuts [0.23. Then the LOCA seuuencer

% (1.0) |
is actuated and the reuuired loads are svuuenced on C0.23.
_______--_--__________-_-_____.-_-_ -_----________--_______-___

_____________________________________ __________________________
i _______________________________________ ________________________

b. 1. BOTH feeder breakers to the associated ESF bus are oPen

2. Diesel generator master transfer switch is in auto

3. Generator is uP to Voltage

,

4. Generator is uP to speed

5. No lockout relaws energized for that ESF bus

6. Bus De-energized (UV) Dh5 (1.0)

c. To initiate a reactor trip signal as faut au Possible on loss
of suPP1w to the RCP. (0.5)

d. Automatica11w tripped. (0.5)

REFERENCC
KNP Swstem Description Vol In Chapter 10 PP10-12e

Vol II, Charter 42, P. 13e
Chapter 397 P. 6

KNP Surveillance Procedure 33-110.,

4

ANSWER 6.08 (2.00)4

a. All four units automatica11w start C0.53 and service water
bwpasses modulating valves through high capacitw two-Position

valves E0.53. (1.0)

!
b. Duct damper interlock directs air. flow to on1U Pump vaults. (1.0)

REFERENCE
KNP Swstem Description Vol II, 189 PP 2, 13

,

e-p - - - g g 9-- ,e , - 9 y-+v--7 -, ry -,-+g,- p. , - - -- r e ey ---e-
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6 __EleWI SYSIEMS_DESIGW2_CONIROLa_eWD_INSIEUBENIAIIDW PAGE 22
.

ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKERS B. .

.

ANSWER 6.09 (2.00)

a. Power input-- delta T CO.53
Rod height-- DEMAND bank Position E0.53
(Tave-factor set to zero-not reauired for full credit) (1.0) ;

b. Insure adeauste shutdown marsin i
'

Minimize severitw of eJeeted rod accident
Provide acceptable nuclear Peaking factors (FdeltaH) (1.0)

-|

REFERENCE
KNP Training Manuale Section IV-6.

|

|

|

.1
- . _ _~.
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RADIOLOGICAL COWIBOL

ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.-

|
l

ANSWER 7.01 (3.00)

a. 1. Radiation Protection Supervisor E0.33: Insures that all
data is correct and recored Proper 1w [0.23.

2. Authorized rep. of the Individual's emplower CO.33: To
ensure the enPlover is aware of the exposure their

t,

enPlowees are receiving CO.23.

3. The Individual CO.33: To insure that he is aware that his
administrative exposure limit is being increased CO.23. (1.5)

b. 1. REOULAR -- Not to exceed one month CO.53

2. Extended -- Not to exceed one month E0.53

3. SPecial -- __d&W9dite_d _h b ____ E0.53 (1.5)

REFERENCE
KNP Radiation Protection Training Manuall Plant Specific I-3, II-1

ANSWER 7.02 (3.50)

a. DIFFERENCES: One hot leg above 350 F VS. Both above 350 F
Press. > 700 psig and
stable or increasing VS. Press. > 2000 psig

stable or increasing

PZR level > 20%*and VS. PZR level > 20% (1.5)
increasing

b. 1. PZR Press. decreases more than 200 psi DR
2. PZR level drops below 20% OR
3. Reactor coolant subcooling-is < 50 F OR
4. Containment Pressuree radiations sump levels show

abnormallw high or-increasing reading. (2.0)

REFERENCE
KNP Operating Proceduresi E-0-08, P. 3

.

4

4

,e- , , , . . - - , - . , , ~ ~ -+ ,r< 4 s -., -- w - , +-
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2*__2ROCEDURES_=_NORMALa ABWORMALa_EHERGENCY_AND PAGE 24.

Re: 0 LOGICAL _CONIROL

ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B..

>

ANSWER 7.03 (3.50)

:

a. With the CONCURRENT approval of the Shift Supervisor AND
Ebent Operations Director. (1.5)

b. 1. If as a result of a controlled natural circulation couldown
a void in the reactor vessel upper head is exPucted [1.03.

2. If the Safetw Injection Pumps are operating [1.03 (2.0)

REFERENCE
KNP Operating Proceduresf E-0-127 Pe 1

.

ANSWER 7.04 (3.50)

a. - Steam release from 1 S/G CO.53
Averase readings of core T/C is constant (or decreasins)-

and is substantuallw below Tsat. CO.53 (1.0)

b. 25 F Per hour CO.53, to avoid upper head void formation E0.53 (1.0)

c. Begin Emersenew Boration. (0.5)

d. This minimizes the Possibilitw of head voiding. (1.0)

REFERENCE
KNP Operating Procedures) N-0-06

m



26__ERDCEDURES_=_NORMALa_eBWORHALa_ EMERGENCY AND PAGE 25
.

RADIOLOGICAL _COWIROL

ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.-

ANSWER 7.05 (4.00)

a. (5 of 7 reauired)
1. Pressure indications on failed channel read high.
2. Pressurizer Pressure high alarm.
3. Pressurizer heaters off.
4. Both spraw valves open.

'

5. Pressurizer high Pressure deviation alarm.
6. Pressurizer Pressure high reactor trip alarm.

gg}7. Actual Pressure indication decreasing CO.2 each3

'
b. 1. Both spraw valves oPen.

2. Pressurizer heaters off.
3. Possible SI (or' trip from low Pressurizer Pressure) (1.5)

c. 1. Close both Pressurizer sPraw valves CCd b"?brve wi7.
2. Check Pressurizer Pressure indications.
3. Position selectnr switch to remove failed channel

from control. (1.5)

REFERENCE
KNP Annunciator Response Bookf 47021-33, 42, 43

.

I'

ANSWER 7.06 (3.00)

a. (4 of 5 reauired)
1. Evaluate Plant conditions and dWtermine if an UmWrdenCW

condition exits CO.53.

2. Direct and coordinate the initial response to the WSUrdWDCwe

to control and limit its effects E0.53.

3. Initiating reauired notifications as to the nature and
classification of the emergenew C0.53.

4. Performind anw other initial functions of the Emersonew
Director (ED) until relieved bw a designated ED E0.53.

5. Provide info, and make recommendations to the EOD or ED
and obtaining their concurrence before making changes in
Plant operations to.53.- (2.0)

b. Plant Manaser E0.538 relief is documented in the Shift
Supervisor's 7.os book to.53 (1.0)

.

. , - - , 4 +- --
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2 __RROCEDURES_=_WORMALa_ABWORMAla_ EMERGENCY _AND PAGE 26.

BADIOLOGICOL_COWIROL

ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B.-

REFERENCE
KNP Energenew Plan ImPlimenting Proceduresi EP-AD-17 P. 1

EP-AD-5p Pe 1

:

ANSWER 7.07 (2.10)

"" $ W &*//0, jyy**

,

c. 200 F
d. 200 Psig, 70 F

e. 100 F
f. 25 F to.3 each3 (2.1)

REFERENCE
KNP Operating Proceduresp H-0-05, PP 1-2

ANSWER 7.08 (2.40)

a. 1. The gross activitw monitor shall be operable.
(Iodine and Particulate samplers) (0.5)

2. Automatic isolation device shall be operable. (0.5)

3. The iross halogen and Particulate activitu of all
gaseous waste released shall be monitored and recored. (0.5)

4. For effluents without continous monitoring the release
activitu and volume shall be monitored and recorded. (0.5)

b. Radiation Protection Group (0.4)

REFERENCE
KNP DPerating Procedurest N-GWP-32B, P. 1

KNP Adminstrative Control Directivel ACD 6.6, P. 1

.

-
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ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKER, B. .

.

ANSWER 8.01 (3.70) |
|

s. Yes CO.53e with Shift Sueurvisor approval E0.253 to allow for
teePorarw energizing of veuirment for testing / operation E0.253. (1.0)

b. 1. Indirect indication (status lights annunciatore etc.).
2. Significant radiation exposure (>1000 mR/hr).
3. Post work functional testing (Prove correct alignment).
4. Swstem checklist completed Prior to operabilitW reGuirement i

for outage related work. CO.3 vach3 (1.2) 'l
i

,

c. Plant Manager or Acting Plant Manager (1.0)

d. A checknark ( P' ) on the original tagout control sheet. (0.5);

i 1

i REFERENCE j
KNP ACD 4.3e PP 3,7e8. ;

i

;
'

ANSWER 8.02 (3.50)

a. 1. Theft / loss of licensed material.
2. Over uxposure and/or excessive levels and concentration.
3. Defect or non-compliance.

l

4. Exceeding a TS LCD or saftew unit.

5. Immediate notification.
6. Reportable event.

7. Securate event.
i [5 reuuirede 0.5 vach3 '(2.5)

! b. Determine if event reauires NRC notification.(10CFR30.72e73.71) (1.0)

REFERENCE
KNP ACD 2.16

l

|
,

ANSWER 8.03 (2.40)i

1. All problems resolved, and

2. EuuiPSent malfunctions resolvede and
3. Cause of trie positive 1w deteJmined. E0.8 nach3 (2.4) ,

4. M* dY Webb $edeed/$[ A|*Esf W
.

'

'

REFERENCE
i. KNP ACD 4.1, N-ESF-55,1E-0-04..

I

!

i
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.

ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE. -84/04/17-PICKER, Bi
J

ANSWER 8.04 (3.00)

a. Approval signatures of two members of Plant Supervisorv Staff
_ [0.753, one of which must be a licensed SRO E0.753 (1.5)

(0.5)b. Six weeks.

c. Not reauired for checklist changes. (1.0)

REFERENCE
KNP ACD 4.2.

ANSWER 8.05 (2.40)

1. OPGnings kePt as small as Possible.

2. Opening is overstuffed with cerafiber (to provide a fire barrier)
,

3. Establish a fire watch Per TS. (2.4)

REFERENCE
KNP Standing Night Orders.

'
ANSWER 8.06 (2.00)

Control room-including kitchenette CO.53, luvatorv CO.53, SS office
[0.53, and relav room [0.53. (2.0)

REFERENCE
KNP Standing Night Orders,

i

ANSWER 8.07 (3.00)

8. 1. 1 wpm

2. 10 gen

3. O gPa
4. 500 WPd through anw one.S/G. [0.3 vach3 (1.2)

b. .The Potential release of-activitu to the atmogehere is below,

| | limits to. Protect the Public E0.63 in the event of a-(worst
credible) S/G tube-. rupture C0.43 if the faultw S/G is isolated'

within 1/2 hr after;the event [0.63. (1.8)

i

i

|
^

l
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ANSWERS -- KEWAUNEE -84/04/17-PICKERe B.
4

REFERENCE
KNP TS PP 3.1-9'and 3.1-11. I

ANSWER 8.08 (2.50)

a. Steamline break CO.43 at EOL CO.13. (0.5)

b. SDM is reduced. (1.0)

c. 1. Rud Position
2. Rx Power
3. RCS Temperature

4. Xenon and' Samarium concentrations. TchFF (1.0)

' fo %. . Util!+u i A cruviu- c ; ' . . ETFe materias iv.""TC: -e

srea4A.

REFERENCE
KNP TS 3.10 and basis.

ANSWER 8.09 (2.50)

a. STEADY STATE TRANSIENT

1. Oxwsen 0.1 ppm 1.0 ppm

2. Chloride 0.15 ppm 1.5 ppm

3. Floride 0.15 ppm 1.5 Pen CO.25 each3 (1.5)

b. Since (stress) corrosion is time AND temperature durendente

time (24 hrs.) is allowed to restore chemistru Parameters
Prior to taking action. (1.0)

REFERENCE
KNP TS 3.1e.

.o

!

!

!

,
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